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Identification challenges affect every birder to a
greater or lesser extent. For most, they are an
essential part of the learning process, helping us all
to become better birders. In recent years, I have
begun to wonder if there was that much more left
to learn about British and European birds. But
even in our own backyard there is still more to dis-
cover, and not just about the minutiae. Martin
Garner has championed this for years, challenging
us to push boundaries and ask questions. 

The volume being reviewed here is the second
in the series. The first, Autumn, was published in
2014 (see Brit. Birds 107: 777). The premise and
format of this second volume is exactly the same as
the first. Each chapter looks in detail at a group of
similar and potentially confusable species (or sub-
species). For each group there is an initial overview
of the taxa involved and their problems, together
with short sections on fieldcraft and ageing and
sexing. This is followed by double-page spreads of
the various taxa. The birds are illustrated both by
superb colour drawings by Ray Scally, annotated to
highlight key features, and a series of colour pho-
tographs. Line-drawings, sonograms and maps are
also included where needed. The texts usually
begin with a personal introduction covering the
author’s experience with the species or subspecies
concerned. This is followed by sections on
vagrancy potential/occurrence patterns, taxonomy,
and key ID points (in winter, as that’s the subject
of this volume). The text is succinct, often in short,
numbered sections, and is thus easy to digest. QR
codes are also provided, enabling the reader to
access a dedicated website via a smartphone or
tablet, which gives further information including
sounds and video clips. 

So what does this new volume contain? There
are 15 chapters (compared with 18 in the first)
covering eiders, Black Guillemots, large auks,
Turtle Doves, Barn Owls, hierofalcons, Peregrines,
grey shrikes, Redwings, large pipits, Water Pipits,
Buff-bellied Pipits, Bullfinches, redpolls, and Snow
Buntings. Taking some of the groups that appealed
to me most, I found that the eiders chapter
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extended to 12 pages
and covered the five
sometimes identifiable
races of  Common
Eider Somateria mollis-
sima (especially males),
which include Faeroe S. m. faeroeensis, Northern 
S. m. borealis, Dresser’s S. m. dresseri and Pacific
Eiders S. m. v-nigrum, in addition to our own
nominate race; all have occurred in the Western
Palearctic at least once. The treatment is thorough
and a good summary of current knowledge. The
redpolls section is even more impressive, running
to 16 pages and covering all the plumages of the
six taxa that potentially occur in Britain. It’s a lot
more information than you can get in a field
guide, even the wonderful Collins Bird Guide. The
pipits are well treated too, in three chapters.
Richard’s Anthus richardi and Blyth’s A. godlewskii
get six pages and the two Buff-bellied Pipits (tenta-
tively treated as a single species A. rubescens here)
get another six pages. As for the Water Pipit A.
spinoletta complex, there is some evidence to
suggest that the three races should be treated sepa-
rately (see Brit. Birds 108: 42–48), and while it may
be premature this book has taken the plunge and
has done just that. And it tells you how to tell them
apart. Grey shrikes are another challenging group
in which taxonomy is in a state of flux. Five taxa
are treated by Garner, four of which have not
occurred in Britain (yet). Northern Shrike Lanius
borealis is treated as a separate species from Great
Grey L. excubitor, although the book does not
cover ‘Steppe Grey Shrike’ L. meridionalis 
pallidirostris, which is more likely to be seen in
autumn rather than winter. 

Although the Challenge Series is an initiative
set up by and brought together by Martin Garner,
it should be pointed out that the work is a team
effort incorporating the latest advances in field
identification. Many leading ornithologists have
contributed to this book and they are duly credited
in each chapter. But Garner’s enthusiasm, and his
unending quest for knowledge, shines through on
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As its name suggests, this book is about the Pere-
grine Falcons Falco peregrinus that have nested on
Norwich Cathedral since at least 2011, when a
suitable platform was installed. The book consists
mainly of photographs taken by the author, with a
minimum of text and no quantitative data of any
kind. The images are excellent and well repro-
duced, depicting perching and flying adult and
juvenile Peregrines, together with several pictures
of the cathedral and its stained glass windows.
Although I enjoyed looking through the pictures,

the RRP seems
expensive to
me, consid-
ering that for a roughly similar price I could buy a
copy of Peter Dare’s 220-page book The Life of
Buzzards, or Jeremy Pursglove’s 397-page book
Taming the Flood, to mention two good books
reviewed recently in BB (but see the bookshop
price above).

Ian Newton
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This, quite simply, is a fabulous book. Visually
stunning, engaging and informative it describes
the ecology of Otters Lutra lutra in Shetland
through a series of captioned photographs which,
even by today’s high standards, are exceptional. It
covers a range of topics: diet, feeding ecology,
breeding, communication, home ranges, life
expectancy, mortality, and much more. The two
authors love nothing better than being in the field
and it is apparent that they have made an enor-
mous effort to secure the images needed to tell the
story. There is even a series of underwater shots of
Otters and their key prey species. Six short essays
describe some of the authors’ favourite encounters
with Otters, while a section on their history in
Shetland (some people may be surprised to hear

Otters in Shetland: the tale of the ‘draatsi’
By Richard Shucksmith and Brydon Thomason
The Shetland Times, 2015
Hbk, 276pp, 220 colour photographs
ISBN 978-1-910997-00-0
BB Bookshop price £31.99 incl. P&P

that they
were intro-
duced to the
islands) includes interviews with Otter trappers
active in the 1950s and 60s. Perhaps surprisingly,
this section fails to mention that the Yell Sound
Coast is a Special Area of Conservation in Shet-
land, classified because of its Otter population.
The text is generally well written, although the
photograph-led approach inevitably leads to a
degree of repetition. The authors deserve a huge
amount of praise for this remarkable book, which
is a must-buy for those interested in Otters or
Shetland – I cannot recommend it highly enough.

Paul Harvey

every page. The style is a little too chatty in places
for my taste, perhaps brimming with just a bit too
much self-confidence. I also noticed a number of
typographical errors, but these minor distractions
do not detract from what is another great addition
to the birding literature. The concept of com-
paring similar and confusing taxa is not new, but

in this particular series it is very well executed.
This is a book that anyone who is serious about
their birding will want – there is a lot of informa-
tion here and it’s very handy to have it all in one
place, in such an attractive package.

Nigel Redman
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In the eight years since publication of The Birds of
Kazakhstan (Wassink & Oreel, see Brit. Birds 101:
160), much has been discovered about the status
and distribution of birds in Kazakhstan. This com-
plete update of the original volume brings this
new information together in a larger format, with
96 additional pages, many more photographs and
vastly improved distribution maps. The artwork by
Szabolcz Kókay is superb (his male White-browed
Tit-warbler Leptopoecile sophiae glows on the
page), while illustrations by Ruud van Beusekom
and Martin Eccles make up the remainder.
Numerous half-page colour photographs of many
of Kazakhstan’s most iconic and sought-after
species further enhance this book. 

The 30 introductory pages provide a summary of
the geography, climate, and the biomes, ecoregions
and habitats found in Kazakhstan, many of which
are illustrated with colour photographs. Other chap-
ters discuss environmental threats and conservation
measures, the structure of the avifauna, migration
through the country, and the systematics and tax-
onomy adopted – which generally follows the IOC
world bird list apart from 13 listed exceptions, most
of which merge subspecies recognised by IOC, and
only two (Great Grey Shrike Lanius excubitor and
Shore Lark Eremophila alpestris) result in additional
species – each becoming three species. 

Much of the remainder of the book provides
individual accounts of the 499 species recorded up to
September 2015. For regularly occurring species and
distinctive subspecies, these include a range map, a

The New Birds of Kazakhstan
By Arend Wassink
Privately published, De Cocksdorp, Texel, 2015
Hbk, 382pp; many colour photographs, illustrations and maps
ISBN 978-90-811462-0-3, BB Bookshop price £42.99

short summary of the
status, habitat prefer-
ence, breeding and
non-breeding distribu-
tions and migration
pattern. Regular
passage migrants receive similarly thorough treat-
ment, while for vagrants just the date and location of
the first nine records are given. For many readers, the
maps will be the most useful and interesting aspect of
this book: they show the major biogeographical
zones within the country, and the resident, breeding,
wintering and migrating ranges, while a series of
symbols provide additional data or denote specific
records. Every species has its own map, while each
subspecies also has an individual map that shows
where vagrant races have occurred. These maps
provide the most accurate understanding of species
ranges within the country and are a huge improve-
ment on those in the original guide. 

All relevant localities in Kazakhstan are detailed
in a gazetteer, and the bibliography extends to 29
pages, undoubtedly the most complete and up to
date available in English, although the majority
refer to publications in Russian. This book is indis-
pensable for anyone tempted by the exciting
birding that Kazakhstan offers. And adventurous
Western Palearctic listers may be intrigued by a
handful of species that just make it west of the
Ural River.

Peter Kennerley
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This is the first fully illustrated field guide to the
birds of Kazakhstan. Aside from an introduction
and index in English, the remainder of the text is
in Russian, which limits its appeal for those who

A Field Guide to the Birds of Kazakhstan (in Russian)
By Vadim K. Ryabitsev, Anatoly F. Kovshar, Victoria A. Kovshar and

Nikolay N. Berezovikov
Menzbier Ornithological Society and Kazakhstan Birds Conservation

Union, 2014
Hbk, 512pp; 122 colour plates, many photographs and maps
ISBN 978-601-7287-15-3, currently available only in Kazakhstan for 

Tg 5000 (c. £12 or €15)

lack a basic understanding of the language. The
first half of the book comprises 122 colour plates,
which include three or four species per plate, and
accompanying individual summary accounts and
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maps placed opposite each plate. These accounts
are brief – even the taxonomically complex shrikes
and wagtails receive no more than six lines – but
they do make mention of each race that occurs
within the country, some of which will be unfa-
miliar to those brought up on western taxonomy.
A distribution map for each species illustrates the
breeding, wintering, passage and resident ranges,
while a red diamond denotes the locations where
rarities have occurred. 

A range of plumages for 500 species are illus-
trated by the famous Russian ornithologist Vadim
Ryabitsev, including some downy chicks along with
juvenile and a range of adult plumages. While
perhaps not up to the standard of some of the
modern field guides for the Western Palearctic, they
are more than adequate to enable all likely species
to be identified (except, perhaps, for some of the
Calandrella larks). A further 28 vagrants to Kaza-
khstan are given shorter accounts and one or two

illustrations. In addition to the plates, numerous
colour photographs appear throughout the text.

The remaining 197 pages are devoted to
detailed accounts of every species, with a descrip-
tion of the habitat, field characters including iden-
tification of  adult and immature plumages,
differences from similar species and a description
of vocalisations. The taxonomy adopted here is
that used by the Russian authorities, so although it
is very similar to that used in Europe, there are
some differences, for example Cinereous Bullfinch
Pyrrhula cineracea is split from Bullfinch P.
pyrrhula, whereas the stonechats remain a single
species S. torquata. There is a brief bibliography of
Russian and European sources.

This book is certain to add to the growing
interest in birds and conservation in Kazakhstan
and the Russian-speaking nations of Central Asia. 

Peter Kennerley
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The combined region of Nord – Pas-de-Calais
covers an area that is slightly larger than Kent, the
nearest English county – just 33 km away. It hugs
the coast of France from the border with Belgium
southwards for about 120 km, and extends inland
for about 200 km. Details are provided for 38 sites
that represent the most interesting birding locali-
ties within this region.

More than 420 species have been recorded,
which includes a high proportion of passage
migrants and vagrants (just under half of the birds
listed are described as being rare or extremely rare
visitors). Indeed the peninsula of Cap Gris Nez is
on a par with many of  our observatories in
attracting some great rarities. 

Although many of the best birding opportuni-
ties occur during migration, this is also an area
that supports many breeding species that just fail
to reach southeast England. With patience, Little
Bittern Ixobrychus minutus, Black Stork Ciconia
nigra, Kentish Plover Anarhynchus alexandrinus,
Eagle Owl Bubo bubo, Black Woodpecker Dry-
ocopus martius, Middle-spotted Woodpecker Den-
dropicos medius, Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus,
Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio, Crested Lark

Where to Watch Birds in Northern France
By Quentin Dupriez
Delachaux & Niestlé SA, 2015
Pbk, 205pp; black-and-white photographs, line-drawings 
ISBN 978-2-603-02180-4, €19.00

Galerida cristata ,
Crested Tit Lopho-
phanes cristatus ,
Icterine Hippolais icte-
rina and Melodious
Warblers H. polyglotta, Zitting Cisticola Cisticola
juncidis, Short-toed Treecreeper Certhia brachy-
dactyla and Serin Serinus serinus can all be found. 

The book shows a strong bias towards the sea,
with 21 of the locations being close to the coast. Of
the remainder, most are to the east between the
towns of Béthune, Lille and Valenciennes. All of
the available habitat types in the area are covered.
Each site is described with coordinates that enable
visitors to find the location using GPS. The text
explains the route options and offers pointers to
the main species including the estimated per-
centage chance of seeing them. A map for each site
includes everything from parking options to paths
and hides, and access details for those with phys-
ical disabilities. This book – which has text in both
English and French – will greatly improve the
enjoyment of a visit to the region.

Keith Betton


